Complete and partial fault tolerance of feedforward neural nets.
A method is proposed to estimate the fault tolerance (FT) of feedforward artificial neural nets (ANNs) and synthesize robust nets. The fault model abstracts a variety of failure modes for permanent stuck-at type faults. A procedure is developed to build FT ANNs by replicating the hidden units. It exploits the intrinsic weighted summation operation performed by the processing units to overcome faults. Metrics are devised to quantify the FT as a function of redundancy. A lower bound on the redundancy required to tolerate all possible single faults is analytically derived. Less than triple modular redundancy (TMR) cannot provide complete FT for all possible single faults. The actual redundancy needed to synthesize a completely FT net is specific to the problem at hand and is usually much higher than that dictated by the general lower bound. The conventional TMR scheme of triplication and majority voting is the best way to achieve complete FT in most ANNs. Although the redundancy needed for complete FT is substantial, the ANNs exhibit good partial FT to begin with and degrade gracefully. The first replication yields maximum enhancement in partial FT compared with later successive replications. For large nets, exhaustive testing of all possible single faults is prohibitive, so the strategy of randomly testing a small fraction of the total number of links is adopted. It yields partial FT estimates that are very close to those obtained by exhaustive testing. When the fraction of links tested is held fixed, the accuracy of the estimate generated by random testing is seen to improve as the net size grows.